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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE YOfi AERONAUTICS

—

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 440

FLIGHT TJISTS TO DETERMINE THE EFFECT 03’A FIXED

AUXILIARY AIRFOIL ON THE LIFT AND Dl?LAG ,

OF A PARASOL MONOPLANE

By Hartley A. Soul&

SUMMARY

During an investigation in the N.A.C.A. vertical wind
tunnel of means of increasing the speed range of airplanes,
a combination of a fixed auxiliary airfoil and wing was
found that gave results ‘comparable with those obtained with
automatic slots. In order to verify these reeults, compar-
ative flight tests were made with a small Farasol monoplane
in wl+ich the aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane
were determined with the normal wing and with an auxiliary
airfoil installed. —

The results of these tests showed that the maximum
lift coefficient of the airplane, based on the original
wing area, was increased from 1.35 to 1.96, through the use
of the auxiliary airfoil, while the minimum drag was in-
creased from 0.050 to 0.052. Although the actual values of
the coefficients do not check the wind-tunnel reeults, the
percentage Increases in the coefficients are in fair agree-
ment . The installation of the auxiliary airfoil on the @i.r-
plane tested decreased the landing speed 9 miles per hour,
and increaeed the level-flight speed range 10 per cent.

In connection with its program leading to greater
safety in landing, the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics is conducting an investigation of devices for
increasing airplane speed ranges by increasing the ratio

cLmax of the wings.
cDmin

Special attention is being directed

to devices having no moving parts, consequently being free
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from the possibilityo f,ruechanical trouble.

A series of tests recently made in the vertical tunnel
showed that promisl.ng results could le obtained with a fixed
auxiliary airfoil (fig. 1) mounted a’b,oveand ahead of the
main wing. (Reference 1.) Before proceeding further with
the wind-tunnel tests, it was thought desirable to test the
best arrangement of the wing and auxiliary airfoil found to
date in flight, to make certain that the comparisons made
in reference 1 were not invalidated by a difference in
scale effect on the normal wing and on the wing with the
auxiliary airfoil installed..

This paper presents the results of the flight tests.
The tests were made with a small parasol monoplane. Its
aerodynamic characteristics were measured with the normal
wing and with an installation of an auxiliary airfoil cor-
responding to the best arrangement given in reference 1.
With both wing conditions, the characteristics were meas-
ured from the angle of attack of minimum drag to the h5,gh-
est angle of attack at which the control was adequate for
maintaining. steady conditions. Computations were made to
show the effect of the auxiliary airfoil on the performance
of the airplane. —

r

APPARATUS AND METHOD

The airplane used in the flight tests was the l?’a$r-
child 22,. a small parasol monoplana. Its principal dimen-
sions are given ,on Figure 2. It is fitted with a wing hav-
ing, the N-22 airfoil section, a span of 32 feet 10 inches,
a chord of 66 Inches, and an area of 1’71 square feet.

It would have ‘been more ”desirable to h~ve tested the
auxiliary airfoil in conjunction with a wing having a Clark
Y section, the Clark Y section”having been used .tn th~
tests of reference ~Li Eowever, an airplane with a Clark Y
wing was not available, The feasibility of constructing
such a wing for the Fairchild 22 wis considered, but be-
cause of the similarity of the characteristics of the Clark
Y and 2?-22 sections, and the probability that the effect of
the auxiliary airfoil would be similar with either section,
the extra time required for building a new wipg was thought
unwarranted.
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The dimensions and arrangement of the auxiliary air-
foil are shown in Figure 1. The airfoil section was the
same as that used in the wind-tunnel tests, and the loca-
tion was the optimum found in those tests. The auxiliary
airfoil had a span of 30 feet, a chord of” 10 inches ‘(15.2
per cent c; where e is the chord length of the main
wing) , and an area of 25 square feet (14.6 per cent of the
main wing area) . It was located so that its trailing edge
was 10 inches (15.2 per cent c) ahead of the nose of the
main wing and its chord line was 9 inches (13.6 per cent
c) above and parallel to the main wing c“nord.

The auxiliary airfoil was constructed of laminated
spruce and bad a duralumin trailing edge. It was attached ~
to the lower- surface of the main wing %y nhe steel tubes
(fig. 3), one at each drag strut. No attempt was,made to
save weight in the design, as the additional weight helped
to maintain thep roper relation between the cente”i of pres-
sure and center of gravity for satisfactory balance in
flight, and also because the distributioti of forces between
the auxiliary airfoil and main wing was unknown. The total
increase in weight due to the installation of the auxiliary
airfoil was approximately 130 p6unds.

The tests of reference ,1 showed that the addition of
the auxiliary airfoil would move the center of pressure
forward a considerable distance, and indicated thereby that
it would be necessary to move the center of gravity of the
airplane forward. The required change in the center of
gravity of the airplane was found by trial. With the orig-
inal wing, satisfactory balance was attained with the cen-
ter of gravity at 30.9 per ‘cent of the wing chord. With
the auxiliary airfoil installed, the center of gravity was
shifted forward to 2’7.1 per cent of the main wing chord to
attain satisfactory balance.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane were
found by gliding with the propeller stopped and measuring
the angle-of the flight path, the attitude of the airplane
(propeller axis) , and the dynamic pressure during the glide.

The flight-path aqgle and dynamic pressure”were measured
with a photographic recording instrument (reference” 2) sus-
pended 90 feet below the airplane where the influence o?
the wing on the flow was negligible< A recording incli-
nometer was used to determine the airplane~s attitude.
From the weight of the airplane at the time of the flight
and the flight-pat~ angle, the total lift and drag forces

.
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were found. The drag of the su?pend~d instr~ment had been
determined (reference 3) and a corr~~ction foy it”was ap-
plied to the drag forces. “The lift >nd dr~g:f~rces w?re
then. reduced to coefficient form through the introduction
of the dynamic pressure and wing are~. !L@e angle of attack
was obtained from the difference between the. flight path
and attitude angles. The range,of angles of attack covered
was from -3° for both wing conditions to 16° for the normal
wing, and to 28° for the wing and auxiliary airfoil.

During the gl$.des the propeller wa;”alw~ys stopped in
a vertical position ‘by means of a brake fitted to the hub
and operated hy the pilot. On completion of”rthe flight
tests the drag of the.propeller was d.etermingd in the full-
scale wind tunnel. The drag coefficient of khe propeller
when based on the wing area was found to have a practically
constant value of 0.008 for all angl~q of attack and for
both wing conditions. This value was ueed in deducing re-
sults for the airplane wizhout propeller.

-—
.—

—

RESULTS \–

The final results of the tests are presented in graph-
ical form in I?igures 4 to 9, inclusive. Figure .4 shows the
aerodynamic characteristics of the atrplane with the normal
N-22 wing. The experimental point,s.>.re gho-wn apd no cor-
rection is made for the propeller drag. l?igure 5 giv”ki
si”mflar data for the -airplane fitted with the auxiliary,
airfoil. The data. of the figures are lased o.n the main
wing area. Figures 6 and 7 are comparative curves of the
results for the two wing conditions after a correction has
been made for the propeller drag. Figure 6 is based OE the
main wing area only, while Figure 7 is based on the actual
areas.

—.

In, order to show more clearly the e.’ffect-of the in-
stallation of the auxiliary airfoil on the pm?formance
charact6’zistics of this particular’ airplane, Figures 8 and
9 have %een included. Figure 8 is a velocity diagram a~d
Figure 9 is “a plot of the comparativ_q perforrn@ce curves”,
The ho”rsepower-av’ailable curve of Fifjtire9 ‘is O“nly ~ppro~-
irnate, being computed from estimated prdpel,le> and “engine
characteristics. Figure 8 is based tin the~da%a of Figures
4 and 5 for the st~”pped propeller condition. In l?ig”ureg8
and 9 the gross: weight of the a“irplage ~o~ t,h~enormal w-~ng
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was taken as 1,500 pounds. For the wing and auxiliary air-
foil, allowance was made for the probab”ie increase of
weight caused by a reasonably well~designed installation of
the auxiliary airfoil as an integral part of the wing.
This allowance was 60 pounds, and was arrived at on the as-
sumption that the projected area of the wing and auxiliary
airfoil would have the same unit weight as the wing alone.

PRECISION

The precision with which the aerodynamic characteris-
tics can be determinedly glide tests was established dur-
ing previous tests. (Reference 3.) As the present tests
were conducted in a similar manner to the previous ones aad
with the same instruments, it is very probable the same de-
gree of precision was attained. !The limlt”s of precision as
given in reference 3 are: for the lift curves, ~2 per cent;
for the drag curves, ~3 per cent; and for the angles of at-
tack, ~0.3°.

DISCUSSION -9

In a comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of
the Fairchild 22 airplane wi’th the normal N-22 wing and
with the auxiliary airfoil installed, there are several
items of particular interest. These e.re: the maximum lift
coefficient, the “minimum drag coefficient, the speed-range.

cLmaxcriterion —--- s and the maximum L/D ratio . A direct
CDmin

comparison of these items can be made by reference to FiG-
ure 6 where the results with the two wing conditions have
been calculated on the basis of the main wing area only”.

R’igure 6 shows th_at for the normal wing the maximum
lift coefficient ii”lJ.35, the minimum drag coefficient
0.050, and maximum L/D 9.3. With the auxiliary airfoil
installed, the values are 2.03, 0.052, and 9.3, respective-
ly . Computations give the speed-range .crit.erion aS 27 for
the normal wing, and 39 for the wing and auxiiiary airfoil.
Before proceeding further with the comparison of the two
wing conditions, it is necessary to note the peculiarity of
the lift curve for the airplane with the auxiliary airfoil
at ‘high angles of attack. This peculiarity is shown on
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1’igureJ,6”.by the” two distinct lift curves above an angle of
‘ attack..of 24°, and is evidenced in” flight du=ring a steady

glide .~y”an abrupt change in the at_titude .of t,he airplane,
after.which t“here is no” tendency to oscillate longitudi-
nally ,and t’he ensuing glide is as steady as ‘t”hat before the
change. Because of this phenomenon,- itois considered un-
safe to exceed an angle of a“ttack Of 24 , particularly in
landing. At 24° the lift coefficietit is 1.~6, and compari-
sons will be rnadewith this practical value for the lift
coefficient except in certain specific cases, which will be
noted. On this basis, the ‘s-p”e-&d-rangecriteriop is 38,
Through use of the auxiliary airfoil, the mtiXimum I.i.ftco-
efficient and the speed-ra~ge criterion were increased 45
pe-r cent and 40 per cent, respectively, wh%lk tha.mlnimnrn
drag coefficient was increasedogly 4 per ce%t and the” max-
imum L/D remained unchanged.

In the usual case, the drag of an airpi”aae -wing cons-
titutes only a small. proportion of the total a.irpl,ane drag
at low angles of attack. The relative proportion’s of the
wing drag and total drag vary considerably for d“ifferen”t”
airplanes. Consequently, for a more general application of
the test results it is necessary to consider the effect of
the auxiliary airfoil, on the wing alone, As it was impos-
sible to determine the dr~g of the wing alone frorn,.,glide-=
test data, th6 value 0.011 was taken for the-niniqum drag “.
coefficient for the N-22 wing from the variable-density
tunnel measurements reported in reference 4. On “the basis
of this drag coefficient the spe~d-~ange criterion for the
normal wing is 123. The difference in the rn~nimum drag co-
efficients for the two wing conditions is at~ributed to” the
effect of the auxiliary airfoil on the wing drag only. The
minimum drag coefficient of the win= and auxiliary airfoil
is tlien 0.013, and the speed-rang-g -criterion 151. These

increases of 18 per ceiit and 23 per c=iit,”+alues represent
res.pgctivoly, over the corres~onding values’”for the wing
alOne.
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As was exmected, the actual values for the various
items under co~~ideration from the flight tests do not
agree with.those from the wind-tunnel tests given in ref-
erence 1. Therefore the comparison. of the flight and tun-
nel results”is made on th-e %asis of the percentage increases
obtained through the use of the auxiliary a~=foil. PoT this
comparison, the absolute value 2.03 is tise’dfor”t~~ rna~imum
lift coefficient for the wing and auxiliary airfoil instead .

of the practical value 1.96. On this basis, the increases
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shown by the flight, .tests are: for the maximum lift coef-
ficient, 51 per cent; for the minimum drag coefficient, 18
per cent; and for the speed-range criterion, 23 per cent.
Reference 1 gives corresponding values of 51 per cent., 25
per cept, and 21 per cent. The agreement is satisfactory.

The above comparisons show only the effect of the aux-
iliary airfoil on the characteristics of a given wing.. It
may be desired to compare the wing with. auxiliary airfoil
with other wing sections and high lift combinations. In
order to permit such a comparison, the coefficients for the
wing with auxiliary airfoil have been computed on the basis
of the actual areas of the combination and plotted in 3’ig-
ure 7. The maximum lift coefficient on this basis is 1.71
instead of 1.96. However, there is a proportionate de-
crease in the minimum drag coefficient so that the” speed-
range criterion rem&ins unchanged. Judgment should be ex-
ercised in comparing the maximum lift coefficient of the
wing-auxiliary-airfoil combination with that for a plain
wing, as it. is possible to construct a solid wing with a
chord equal to the over-all chord of the combination of the
same weight as the combination. I’or this reason, the speed-
range’criterion probably is a better basis than maximum lift
coefficient when comparing the wing with auxiliary airfoil
with plain wings having reasonably high values f-or maximum
lift coefficients. lt iS alSO well to note in this connec-
tion that the small center-of-pressure travel for the wing
and auxiliary airfoil shown by the wind-tunnel tests is an
advantage not to be ignored in a comparison of the device
with other wing sections.

The tmp~oygq~n,t to t~e p~rf~rmance -of the Tairchild
22 airplane galped through the use of.thq auxiliary air-
foil is shown in Figures 8 and 9. Of particular note on
Figure 8 is the decrease of 9 miles per hour in the land-
ing ‘speed for the airplane with the auxiliary airfoil in-
stalled. AISO of interest is the fact tha although the.

kminimum gliding angles are identical, 6.6 , for the two
wing conditions, the angle of glide for the wing and aux-
iliary airfoil at 24° angle of attac~ is 17.10, where-
as at the stalling. angle of the normal wing the gliding
angle is only 8.60. In fact, at the highest aqgle of
attack attained for the normal wing, 2° beyond the stall,
the angle of glide is 13.10, which is still 3.7° be-
low the unstalled glide of the wing and auxiliary airfoil.
It is interesting to note in connection with this considera-
tion of gliding angles that from a point at an altitude of
100 feet the airplane with the auxiliary airfoil could be
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landed without stalling from 326 fd~t to 86% f=eet“-hor_izon-
tal distance from tha point. Without the awiliary air-
foil the landing range would be froii 660 feel to 860 feet.
Figure 8 also shows :hat if an angle of attack of 24° was
exceeded with the wing and auxiliary airfoil, the ~ertical
velocity w’ould be likely to increase suddenly 220 feet per
minute %ecause of th!>_previously men_~ioged peculiarity in
the lift curve.

--

Figure 9 shows that althou_&h t_h-eh~gh- s~eed is <k-””
creased 1.7 miles per hour thrcnigh,-t~e_u,s_eQf the. auxiliary
airfoil, the low” spe(]d ‘in levez. ..fl$gh~s.~sd{qrea.s.ed 5.,0
miles p’ei hour, resulting in a 10 per cent i_~crease .in.speed
range. - It is interesting to note that th: h+.gh drag ti~.
Large angles Qf attack, althe-ugh an @dvanta&?_ in. in?re-a~s~ing
the gliding angle when landing, is a:,disadva+~tage at take-
off in that the power requ-i-iedat maximum lift is cons-idera-
bly in excess of that availa%le. The actual~..take-off must
be made at a lift co<.fficient of 1,75 instead of 1.96, and
consequently the actual take-off spe”edfls 3 miles per -hAoJur
greater than the po_te’nii–al_t_aJk.e:o.ff._~peedj.

—.
The--hLigh-drag_ .—

at large angle-s ““ofat%-ack ls inhe”rent in me–s% high-lift de-
vices, and the feasibility of installing .cont”rol,lable-p-itch
propellers in conjunction with s-u-ch/levices”-~hould be cons-
idered. The maximum rates of clirnFjfor t><~two’ ‘c-oid–i~ions
are not greatly different, being 580 feet per rn”i~n_utew-i-t-h
the normal wi~g and 550 feet p~” rn~ute”-W~th~the, auxi~_i-ary
airfoil installed. It ap~earsJ,__a_lsojtha_t_t~~~-x=$liary
airfoil r-educes thk–maximurn ”angle,of. ClimbQ&Qn.L.6Y.20 .~o.
5.3° and the absolute, ceiling fr”om 14,000 feet ,to 12,000
feet . It should be borne in mind .tbat these f.igu.re.~are
based on an assumed horsepo_y-e>’-~qyail=abQcurve and are ~ot

...-.

intended ““to‘re>;tiseni’the actual .perfor”tiance.of thp air,=
plane. --- — —————-

The satisfactory results-obtained with &he j~~xil~~~~
—-....— ..-

a3rfoil of the R’airchi~d 22 airplan:_ she-w ith*~osslb+lities
and the desirability of. cgnt+i:nu_ing.~-~pHind-&~n,?l” tes,tsP
Tests should be ma~e if the d_evice-$n ity_?>nal form tQ-de-
termine the dis%ri%ut ion of forces bet’we”enth~e air fti-iland

-,...

main win-g so that rational- str?ds””ar~ilys-e–s’c~-n”3–e”fia~d8for
future install at ions-.” “’d ““”
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CONCLUS IONS

1. The maximum practical lift coefficient of the
Fairchild 22 airplane, based on the main wing area only,
was increased from 1.35 to 1.96 %y use of an auxiliary air-
foil, while the minimum drag coefficient was only increased
from 0.050 to 0.052, and the maximum L/Ii was not appreci-
ably affected.

2. The percentage increase in maximum lift coeffi-
cient of 51 per cent found by the flight tests is in agree-
ment with that found in the tests of the auxiliary airfoil
in tune vertical wind tunnel in which the auxiliary airfoil
was in approximately the same position relative to the main
wing ●

30 cLmaxl?or the wing alone, the ratio —--- was in-
cDmin

creased from 123 to 151 hy the. installation of the auxilia-
ry airfoil.

4. The installation of the auxiliary airfoil on the ,
Fairchild 22 airplane caused a decrease of 9 miles per hour
in landing speed and an increase of 10 per cent in the
level-flight speed range.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, .

Langley Field, Pa., Octol.)er25, 1932.
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Fig.1 The dimensions and location of the auxiliary airfoil installed cn the Fairchild #
F-22 airplane. .
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Figure 3.-Fairchild F-22 airplane with the auxiliary airfoil installed
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Fig.4 Aerodynamic characteristics of the Fairchild
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from glide tests with propeller locked in
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drag,
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Fig. 5 Aerodynamic characteristics of the Fairchild F-22
airplane fitted with aIi auxiliary an-foil on an
N-22 wing, based on main wing qrea only. Data
from glide tests with propeller locked in vertical
position. I:ocorrecti~n for drag of propeller.
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Fig.6 Comparative curves of the aerodynamic character-
istics,based on the main wing area only, of the
Fairchild T- 22 airplane, with. the original wing N-22
and with the auxiliary airfoil installed..Coefficients
based on main wing area only. Correct Ions made
for propeller drag.
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Fig.7 Comparative curves of the aerodynamic character-
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the auxiliarya’irfoilinstalled.Coefficients based on
the actual area for each condition. Corrections
made for propeller drag.
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Fig. 8 Velocity diagrams for the Fairchild F- 22 airplane with and without
the auxiliary airfoil installed. N-22 airfoil section. Gliding
performance. Propeller stopped in vertical position.
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Fig. 9 Performance curves for the Fairchild F-22 airplane
with and without the auxiliary airfoil installed.
N-22 airfoil section.
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